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Beneath the dark highway overpasses of Brooklyn, within the forbidden railyards of Queens and along
the rooftops and stairwells of Manhattan, four urban explorers record and decode the work of one of
New York City’s most vilified and elusive graffiti artists. Using historical and scientific documentation,
government records, personal narratives and photographic evidence, the Combustive Motor Corporation
thoroughly documents their relentless pursuit of meaning within the markings of a figurehead of underground art who appears only in the form of his spray-painted avatars.
U.F.O. connects the contemporary markings of one underground artist to a far greater creative tradition,
linking his artwork to an expressive history of communication, sublime and supernatural, dating back
over 10,000 years. In its obsessive, often frantic, accumulation of theory and fact, belief and evidence,
U.F.O. passes through our collective understanding of graffiti into a place where our most common expectations of art and experience collide with the deepest unanswered mysteries of our human history.
The Combustive Motor Corporation is a collaboration of New York City based artists Alex Wright, a
music and culture photographer whose work has appeared in music, art and fashion periodicals as well
as in national advertising campaigns; Caleb Scott, a writer and actor, who has produced and exhibited
over twenty plays, short films and performance pieces; producer and filmmaker Chris Noble, whose
most recent work includes a number of documentary films for Wieden + Kennedy; and Jack Warren, a
painter and multimedia artist, who has recently been exhibited in solo shows in Geneva and New York.
GRAFFITI / EXTRATERRESTRIAL PHENOMENA / URBAN ANTHROPOLOGY
PB, 8 x 9.5 inches, 196 pages with 4 multipage gatefolds and a 32-page field guide insert
ISBN: 1-57687-334-X $35.00
When God said “Thou Shalt Have No Other
Gods before Me” and “I the Lord Your
God Am a Jealous God” he was saying
that he knows that there are other
Gods. After seeing U.F.O. – a real gem
of Jurassic Technology – it’s possible
you’ll add these hieroglyphics to the
list of Egyptian and Greek Gods the
Biblical God may have had in mind.
—Jerry Saltz
Senior Art Critic, Village Voice

Probably the most innovative study of
graffiti to date. The authors bring a
creativity, vision, and humor to the topic
that is only paralleled by the work they
are documenting.
—Susan A. Phillips, Faculty Director
Center for California Cultural
and Social Issues, Pitzer College

These guys [the Combustive Motor
Corporation] are like the Rod Serlings
of Hip Hop . . .
Cerebral, yet hip on the DL tip.
—Ricky Powell
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